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Q
rstd.io/teach-ds-jsm19

Which of the following gives 
you a better sense of the final 
product?
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Pineapple and Coconut 
Sandwich Cake
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Pineapple and Coconut 
Sandwich Cake
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Pineapple and Coconut 
Sandwich Cake
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(a) Pineapple and Coconut 
Sandwich Cake

(b)

(c) <with audio>

(d)
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start 
with 
cake 1
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Wiggins, Grant P., Grant Wiggins, and Jay McTighe. Understanding by design. Ascd, 2005.

(1) 
Identify  
desired  
results

(2) 
Determine 
acceptable 
evidence

(3) 
Plan learning 
experiences 

and  
instruction

Backward design

set goals for 
educational 

curriculum before 
choosing 

instructional 
methods + forms 

of assessment
🎯

analogous to  
travel planning - 

itinerary deliberately 
designed to meet 

cultural goals,  
not purposeless tour 

of all major sites in  
a foreign country

🗺
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(1) 
Identify  
desired  

data analysis 
results

(2) 
Determine  
building  

blocks

(3) 
Plan learning 
experiences 

and  
instruction

Designing backwards

students are first 
exposed to 
results and 

findings of a 
data analysis

👀

and then learn 
the building 
blocks of the 
methods and 

techniques used 
along the way

✍
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Context

assumes 
no  

background

🐣

focuses on  
EDA +  

modeling & 
inference +  

modern 
computing🔍

requires 
reproducibility

👥

emphasizes 
collaboration + 

effective 
communi-

cation
👫

uses R as the 
statistical 

programming 
language

)
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GAISE 2016
1  NOT a commonly used subset of 
tests and intervals and produce 
them with hand calculations

2  Multivariate analysis requires the 
use of computing

3  NOT use technology that is only 
applicable in the intro course or that 
doesn’t follow good science principles

4  Data analysis isn’t just inference 
and modeling, it’s also data 
importing, cleaning, preparation, 
exploration, and visualization

GAISE 2016, http://www.amstat.org/asa/files/pdfs/GAISE/GaiseCollege_Full.pdf.
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ex 1.
visualization
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Q
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Which of the following is more 
likely to be motivating for a 
wide range of students? 
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# Declare variables  
x !<- 8 
y !<- "monkey" 
z !<- FALSE 

(a) (b)
Open today’s demo project 
Knit the document and discuss the results with your neighbor

Declare the following variables 
Then, determine the class of 
each variable

# Check class of x 

# Check class of y 

# Check class of z

class(x) 
#> [1] "numeric"

class(y) 
#> [1] "character"

class(z) 
#> [1] "logical"

Then, change Turkey to a different country, and plot again
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with great examples, 

comes a great amount of code…
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but let’s focus on the task at hand…

Open today’s demo project 
Knit the document and discuss the results with your neighbor 
Then, change Turkey to a different country, and plot again
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un_votes %>% 
  filter(country %in% c("United States of America", "Turkey")) %>% 
  inner_join(un_roll_calls, by = "rcid") %>% 
  inner_join(un_roll_call_issues, by = "rcid") %>% 
  group_by(country, year = year(date), issue) %>% 
  summarize( 
    votes = n(), 
    percent_yes = mean(vote !== "yes") 
    ) %>% 
  filter(votes > 5) %>%  # only use records where there are more than 5 votes 
  ggplot(mapping = aes(x = year, y = percent_yes, color = country)) + 
    geom_point() + 
    geom_smooth(method = "loess", se = FALSE) + 
    facet_wrap(~ issue) + 
    labs( 
      title = "Percentage of 'Yes' votes in the UN General Assembly", 
      subtitle = "1946 to 2015", 
      y = "% Yes", 
      x = "Year", 
      color = "Country" 
    )
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un_votes %>% 
  filter(country %in% c("United States of America", "Turkey")) %>% 
  inner_join(un_roll_calls, by = "rcid") %>% 
  inner_join(un_roll_call_issues, by = "rcid") %>% 
  group_by(country, year = year(date), issue) %>% 
  summarize( 
    votes = n(), 
    percent_yes = mean(vote !== "yes") 
    ) %>% 
  filter(votes > 5) %>%  # only use records where there are more than 5 votes 
  ggplot(mapping = aes(x = year, y = percent_yes, color = country)) + 
    geom_point() + 
    geom_smooth(method = "loess", se = FALSE) + 
    facet_wrap(~ issue) + 
    labs( 
      title = "Percentage of 'Yes' votes in the UN General Assembly", 
      subtitle = "1946 to 2015", 
      y = "% Yes", 
      x = "Year", 
      color = "Country" 
    )
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un_votes %>% 
  filter(country %in% c("United States of America", "Canada")) %>% 
  inner_join(un_roll_calls, by = "rcid") %>% 
  inner_join(un_roll_call_issues, by = "rcid") %>% 
  group_by(country, year = year(date), issue) %>% 
  summarize( 
    votes = n(), 
    percent_yes = mean(vote !== "yes") 
    ) %>% 
  filter(votes > 5) %>%  # only use records where there are more than 5 votes 
  ggplot(mapping = aes(x = year, y = percent_yes, color = country)) + 
    geom_point() + 
    geom_smooth(method = "loess", se = FALSE) + 
    facet_wrap(~ issue) + 
    labs( 
      title = "Percentage of 'Yes' votes in the UN General Assembly", 
      subtitle = "1946 to 2015", 
      y = "% Yes", 
      x = "Year", 
      color = "Country" 
    )
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Why 🍰 = 📊?

more likely for 
students to have 

intuition  
coming in

💡

easier for 
students 

 to catch their 
own mistakes

👓
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Why 🍰 = 📊?

more likely for 
students to have 

intuition  
coming in

💡

easier for 
students 

 to catch their 
own mistakes

👓

who doesn’t  
like a good  

piece of cake 
visualization?

😋
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ex: Introduction to  
R for Data Science
Microsoft Professional Program Certificate in 
Data Science
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ex: Data Science Specialization
Johns Hopkins University
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ex: Intro to Data Science

Visualizing  
data

Wrangling  
data

Making 
rigorous 

conclusions

Looking 
forward

Fundamentals of  
data & data viz,  

confounding variables,  
Simpson’s paradox 

+ 
R / RStudio, 

R Markdown, simple git

Tidy data, data frames vs. 
summary tables,  

recoding and transforming,  
web scraping and iteration 

+ 
collaboration on GitHub

Building & selecting 
models, visualizing 

interactions, prediction & 
validation, inference via 

simulation

Data science ethics, 
interactive viz & reporting,  

text analysis, 
Bayesian inference 

+ 
communication, 
dissemination

Duke University , soon University of Edinburgh
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Your turn!>
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Go to nytimes.com/2019/01/03/
learning/whats-going-on-in-this-
graph-jan-9-2019.html and 
answer what might be going on 
in this graph? Write a catchy 
headline that captures the 
graph’s main idea. If your 
headline makes a claim, tell us 
what you noticed that supports 
your claim.
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skip 
baby 
steps 2
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Q
rstd.io/teach-ds-jsm19

Which of the following is more 
likely to inspire students to 
want to learn more?
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(a) (b)
Create a visualization displaying 
whether the vote was on an 
amendment.

Create a visualization displaying how US and Turkey voted over 
the years on issues of arms control and disarmament, colonialism, 
economic development, human rights, nuclear weapons, and 
Palestinian conflict.
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ggplot(data = un_roll_calls, mapping = aes(x = amend)) + 
  geom_bar()
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ggplot(data = un_votes_joined,  
       mapping = aes(x = year, y = percent_yes, color = country)) + 
  geom_point() + 
  geom_smooth(method = "loess", se = FALSE) + 
  facet_wrap(~ issue) + 
  labs( 
    title = "Percentage of 'Yes' votes in the UN General Assembly", 
    subtitle = "1946 to 2015", 
    y = "% Yes", 
    x = "Year", 
    color = "Country" 
  ) 
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non-trivial examples can be motivating,  

but need to avoid 👇!
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→ introduce + scaffold + layer →
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ggplot(data = un_votes_joined)
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ggplot(data = un_votes_joined,  
       mapping = aes(x = year, y = percent_yes))
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ggplot(data = un_votes_joined,  
       mapping = aes(x = year, y = percent_yes))

function( arguments )
often a verb what to apply that 

Verb to
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ggplot(data = un_votes_joined,  
       mapping = aes(x = year, y = percent_yes))

rows =  
observations

columns =  
variables

“tidy” 
data frame
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ggplot(data = un_votes_joined,  
       mapping = aes(x = year, y = percent_yes)) + 
  geom_point()
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ggplot(data = un_votes_joined,  
       mapping = aes(x = year, y = percent_yes, color = country)) + 
  geom_point()
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ggplot(data = un_votes_joined,  
       mapping = aes(x = year, y = percent_yes, color = country)) + 
  geom_point() + 
  geom_smooth(method = "loess", se = FALSE)
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ggplot(data = un_votes_joined,  
       mapping = aes(x = year, y = percent_yes, color = country)) + 
  geom_point() + 
  geom_smooth(method = "loess", se = FALSE) + 
  facet_wrap(~ issue)
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ggplot(data = un_votes_joined,  
       mapping = aes(x = year, y = percent_yes, color = country)) + 
  geom_point() + 
  geom_smooth(method = "loess", se = FALSE) + 
  facet_wrap(~ issue) + 
  labs( 
    title = "Percentage of 'Yes' votes in the UN General Assembly", 
    subtitle = "1946 to 2015", 
    y = "% Yes", 
    x = "Year", 
    color = "Country" 
  ) 
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cherish 
day  
one 3
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Q
rstd.io/teach-ds-jsm19

Which of the following is more 
likely to be welcoming for a 
wide range of students? 
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(a) (b)
Go to rstudio.cloud (or some 
other server based solution) 
Log in with your ID & pass 

> hello R!

Install R 
Install RStudio 
Install the following 
packages: 

tidyverse 
rmarkdown 
… 

Load these packages 
Install git
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method of delivery, 

and medium of interaction matters
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→ →

→

→
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→ →

→

→
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Your turn!>

!52

- Go to rstd.io/teach-ds-cloud 
to join the RStudio Cloud 
workspace for this workshop. 

- Start the assignment called 
01 - UN Votes. 

- Open the R Markdown 
document called un-
votes.Rmd, knit the 
document, view the result. 

- Then, change "Turkey" to 
another country, and knit 
again.
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hide 
the  
veggies 4
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ex 2.
data acquisition
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Q
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Which of the following is more 
likely to be interesting for a 
wide range of students? 
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(a)
Topic: Web scraping 
Tools:  

rvest  
regular expressions

(b)
Today we start with this: and end with this:

and do so in a way that is easy to replicate for another state
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students will encounter lots of new 

challenges along the way —  

let that happen, 

and then provide a solution
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Lesson: Web scraping essentials 
for turning a structured table into 
a data frame in R.
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Lesson: Web scraping essentials 
for turning a structured table into 
a data frame in R.

Ex 1: Scrape the table off the web and 
save as a data frame.
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Lesson: Web scraping essentials 
for turning a structured table into 
a data frame in R.

Ex 1: Scrape the table off the web and 
save as a data frame.

Ex 2: What other information do we need represented 
as variables in the data to obtain the desired facets? 
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Lesson: Web scraping essentials 
for turning a structured table into 
a data frame in R.

Ex 1: Scrape the table off the web and 
save as a data frame.

Lesson: “Just enough” string parsing 
and regular expressions to go from

Ex 2: What other information do we need represented 
as variables in the data to obtain the desired facets? 

to
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leverage 
the 
ecosystem5
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ex 3.
inference
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   score rank   ethnicity    gender bty_avg
   <dbl> <chr>  <chr>        <chr>    <dbl>
1 4.7 tenure track minority     female 5
2 4.1 tenure track minority     female 5
3 3.9 tenure track minority     female 5
4 4.8 tenure track minority     female 5
5 4.6 tenured not minority male   3
6 4.3 tenured not minority male   3
7 2.8 tenured not minority male   3
8 4.1 tenured not minority male   3.33
9 3.4 tenured not minority male   3.33
10 4.5 tenured not minority female 3.17
… … … … … …
463 4.1 tenure track minority female 5.33

Hamermesh, Parker. 
“Beauty in the classroom: instructors pulchritude and putative pedagogical productivity”,  

Econ of Ed Review, Vol 24-4.

Estimate the difference between the average evaluation 
score of male and female faculty.
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(a) (b)
t.test(evals$score ~ evals$gender)

# Welch Two Sample t-test 

# data:  evals$score by evals$gender 
# t = -2.7507, df = 398.7, p-value = 0.006218 
# alternative hypothesis: true difference in  
# means is not equal to 0 
# 95 percent confidence interval: 
# -0.24264375 -0.04037194 
# sample estimates: 
# mean in group female   mean in group male  
#             4.092821             4.234328

library(tidyverse) 
library(infer) 

evals %>% 
  specify(score ~ gender) %>% 
  generate(reps = 15000,  
    type = "bootstrap") %>% 
  calculate(stat = "diff in means",  
    order = c("male", "female")) %>% 
  summarise( 
    l = quantile(stat, 0.025),  
    u = quantile(stat, 0.975) 
    ) 

#      l     u 
# 0.0410 0.243
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The objective of this package is to perform statistical inference 
using an expressive statistical grammar that coheres with 
the tidyverse design framework. 

Now part of the tidymodels suite of modeling packages.

infer
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library(tidyverse) 
library(infer) 

evals %>% 

start with data
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library(tidyverse) 
library(infer) 

evals %>% 
  specify(score ~ gender)

specify the model
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library(tidyverse) 
library(infer) 

evals %>% 
  specify(score ~ gender) %>% 
  generate(reps = 15000, type = "bootstrap")

generate bootstrap samples
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library(tidyverse) 
library(infer) 

evals %>% 
  specify(score ~ gender) %>% 
  generate(reps = 15000, type = "bootstrap") %>% 
  calculate(stat = "diff in means", order = c("male", "female"))

calculate sample statistics
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library(tidyverse) 
library(infer) 

evals %>% 
  specify(score ~ gender) %>% 
  generate(reps = 15000, type = "bootstrap") %>% 
  calculate(stat = "diff in means", order = c("male", "female")) %>% 
  summarise(l = quantile(stat, 0.025), u = quantile(stat, 0.975))

summarise CI bounds
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library(tidyverse) 
library(infer) 

evals %>% 
  specify(score ~ gender) %>% 
  generate(reps = 15000, type = "bootstrap") %>% 
  calculate(stat = "diff in means", order = c("male", "female")) %>% 
  summarise(l = quantile(stat, 0.025), u = quantile(stat, 0.975)) 

#      l     u 
# 0.0410 0.243
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Your turn!>
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- How much do you think a typical one bedroom apartment in Manhattan rents for? 

- In RStudio Cloud, start the assignment called 02 - Manhattan rents. 

- If you haven’t yet joined the RStudio Cloud workspace, go to rstd.io/teach-ds-cloud. 

- Open the R Markdown document called manhattan-rents.Rmd, knit the document, 
inspect the result of each code chunk and discuss it with your neighbor. 

- Then, complete the task to calculate a 90% confidence interval for the mean.
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tl;drl
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5

start with cake
skip baby steps
cherish day one
hide the veggies
leverage the ecosystem
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Fine,  
I’m intrigued,  

but I need to see  
the big picture
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datasciencebox.org
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Your turn!>
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Think - pair - share: What are your first reactions to the 
curriculum design principles you have heard so far? What aspects 
of it seem natural to adopt and what aspects not so much?
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Let them eat cake (first)!*

mine-cetinkaya-rundel   

cetinkaya.mine@gmail.com   

@minebocek   

* You can tell  
them all about the  
ingredients later!

rstd.io/teach-ds-jsm19
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